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About Me

I'm a witch and intuitive card slinger who's been practicing for almost 40 years. I help modern witches who struggle with making witchcraft part of their daily lives by giving them tools, resources, and magickal mentoring to help them discover practical ways to use magick to empower themselves and manifest their goals in life and magick. 🔮 Voted Witch Way Magazine 2018 Favorite Witchcraft Blog and Favorite Witchcraft Teacher 🔮
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Get all of my digital products, currently available items, things long forgotten, and all future items, in one place for one price for a lifetime!










live your best witch life!

Get my free printable Daily Witch Planner and weekly inspiration for your witchy journey.


 
 





EXPLORE

	Need a Reading? 🔮
	Need a Witchy BFF? 👻
	Overwhelmed by Magick? 🕯️




My Favorite Stuff




Get 20% off any order at Frankie & Myrrh, my favorite aromatherapy brand when you use the code oilmagick at check out!
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Jess is a great teacher, as well as an insightful reading and a wonderful healer. Her lessons are informative and easy to understand. Her cards speak to her in a way that I hope mine will to me one day. I have also had a Chakra session and a Reiki session with her and afterward I felt at peace, balanced, and whole again (I was quite sick at the time). I trust very few people, and I follow my path alone, but I trust Jess. She’s a beautiful spirit.
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Jess is a great teacher, as well as an insightful reading and a wonderful healer. Her lessons are informative and easy to understand. Her cards speak to her in a way that I hope mine will to me one day. I have also had a Chakra session and a Reiki session with her and afterward I felt at peace, balanced, and whole again (I was quite sick at the time). I trust very few people, and I follow my path alone, but I trust Jess. She’s a beautiful spirit.  
  https://jesscarlson.com/testimonials/testimonial-2/
 





    



When I started coaching with Jess I thought I was coming to her for help with a breakup and an unexpected and sudden international move. It turned out that wasn't the real issue at all! Jess asked questions I never would have thought to ask myself and gave me a whole new perspective on what was going on in my life. She made me feel like what I want matters. By the time we were done I felt like I could take on the world!
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When I started coaching with Jess I thought I was coming to her for help with a breakup and an unexpected and sudden international move. It turned out that wasn't the real issue at all! Jess asked questions I never would have thought to ask myself and gave me a whole new perspective on what was going on in my life. She made me feel like what I want matters. By the time we were done I felt like I could take on the world!  
  https://jesscarlson.com/testimonials/testimonial-1/
 





    



Incredible, intuitive, thoughtful, and professional reader! Will definitely book with Jess again.



Cadey
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Incredible, intuitive, thoughtful, and professional reader! Will definitely book with Jess again.  
  https://jesscarlson.com/testimonials/cadey/
 





    



OMG I'm blown away by the accuracy of the reading. Jess has a special gift. What she revealed to me, opened me up to a place I knew I should be at but was holding myself back from.



Masha
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OMG I'm blown away by the accuracy of the reading. Jess has a special gift. What she revealed to me, opened me up to a place I knew I should be at but was holding myself back from.  
  https://jesscarlson.com/testimonials/masha/
 





    



I was so overwhelmed trying to get back into my witchcraft practice, but Jess helped me create an actual plan and a schedule for doing the work. The results in just two months has been far beyond my expectations. I'm in touch with my power like never before!



Sara
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I was so overwhelmed trying to get back into my witchcraft practice, but Jess helped me create an actual plan and a schedule for doing the work. The results in just two months has been far beyond my expectations. I'm in touch with my power like never before!  
  https://jesscarlson.com/testimonials/sara/
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Let's



Make Some Magick!
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The Shop

	Digital Shop
	Cart
	Checkout
	My account




client portal




Let's Chat


Come hang out with me on social media! I share a lot of free content from weekly "pick a card" readings to spells to Q+A sessions. So come hang! 


	





	

	

	


Pssst...




want free witchy stuff?




 
 












🔮Collective Card Pull🔮
Deck: Tarot of the W
 










 







🌑✨ New Moon in Aquarius Alert! ✨🌑
Hey, 


 







Oh NOOOOOO!!! No no no!!! I have always kept my op
 







🔮Life as a Witch with ADHD 🔮
I know I’ve 
 







🔥I couldn’t hold this in, I just had to say i
 







Just wanted to wish you all a wonderful Yule. I’
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